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Abstract- Here an improvement to our previous frame-
work for satellite image fusion is presented. A framework
purely based on the sensor physics and on prior assumptions
on the fused image. The contributions of this paper are two
fold. Firstly, a method for ensuring 100% spectrally consis-
tency is proposed, even when more sophisticated image priors
are applied. Secondly, a better image prior is introduced, via
data dependent image smoothing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Image fusion is the subset of data fusion dealing with
merging images. The most common meaning of "quality"
in image fusion has been visual improvement, i.e., taking
into account how the human perceives the fusion prod-
uct. A frequently used meaning of "greater quality" is
improved classification accuracy, in particular automated
classification, an example is the correct labeling of crops
and/or urban objects. Many other objectives have also
been identified see [4], [6]

Image fusion can be done at several levels: Pixel level,
feature level, object level and decision level, depending
on the intended use of the fused image. This paper is only
concerned with pixel level fusion and when the terms
"image fusion" or "fusion" are used, pixel level fusion
is intended. In the current context fusion is the next step
after preprocessing and the step before further process
ing, such as segmentation and classification. Other work
in this area comprise [1] [2] [5], [7]

In [8] a new fusion algorithm, called SCP (Spectrally
Consistent Pansharpening), which utilizes the known
spectral responses of the photosensors to fuse multispec-
tral and panchromatic satellite images at the pixel level
into a high-resolution multispectral image, was proposed.
The intention there was to create an image using as much
information as feasible from all the available images and
all available a priori knowledge. The image obtained
by SCP maintain spectral consistency with the original
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multispectral image. Then a more elaborate model for the
imaging physics was introduced and a fusion framework
was developed in which it is possible to, simultaneously,
keep spectral consistency and smooth the final image.

This paper is an improvement to SC, in which1
better image prior is introduced, via data-dependent
image smoothing, and a method for maintaining spectral
consistency using such sophisticated image priors.

II. THE SENSOR FusION PROBLEM

The problem under consideration is that of estimating
a high resolution RGB-image, (Rhigh, Ghigh, Bhigh)
from a low resolution RGB-image, (R"ow, Glow, Blow),
add a high resolution pan-chromatic image, phigh For
ease of presentation we are oing to focus on the
IKONOS earth imaging satellite, where the ratio between
high and low resolution is 4 by 4 to 1 i e 1116 This is
however done without loss of generality, as is also the
case with the 'choice' of given images/channels /bands
We will also assume a perfect alignment of the high and
low resolution images, such that a high resolution pixel
is associated with one low resolution only.

A. Observation Model

As noted in our prior work [8], the value of a given
pixel is determined as a spectral response function
F(w) 1 convoluted with the light, L(x, ), hitting the
associated patch, A on the sensor, i.e.

JAIhQ L (x, w)F(w)dwdx , (1)

where x denotes position and w frequency, the latter
running over a relevant spectral range Q. This induces

'F(w) is usually supplied by the sensor manufacture.
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an inner product e g 2

< Fred Fp > j Fred(w)FPan(w)dw (2)

Thus a measure of how much information about e.g.
Gh qJ is contained in ph gq is given by

< Fgreen Fpan >
C, P

V< Fgreen,Fgn> Fp' Fpn
(3)

which is equal to the cosine of the angle between the
two spectra. This was the core of our work in [8], where
an information' matrix was formed

< R,R < R,G < iRB > < R,PB

E- < G,R > < G,G > < G,B > < G,P >
< B,R > < B,G > < B,B > < B,P >
<PR P<G <PB PP

The problem was then cast in a statistical normal distri-
bution setting with E as the variance and the low reso-
lution RGB-values as means for the corresponding high
resolution values. The estimate of (Rhi9h, Ghigh9 Bhi9h)
were then found as the maximum likelihood estimate of
their conditional distributions given P/ igf. Specifically,
the estimator is given by

Rhigh--1R$ow- < R,P >
Ghigh low high P7)G.. DJij = G'w + < G r > i -r
Bhigh gBlow < B,P >

iJ
(4)

where the high resolution pixels associated with the
low resolution pixel X$ w is denoted by Xhighf j C
r A ,u -A high,{1 ... 16}. Here P denotes the mean of the P wrti ~~~~~~~~~~~~ii

the low resolution pixel i See Section VI for an example
B. Spectral Consistency

Another implication of (1) is that of spectral consis-
tency. Consider e.g. the blue channel and let the areas
and A be associated with Blow and Bhigh espectively.ii
Then

Blow =.- L(x,w)F(w)dwdx =
Ai 1

16

So in general

JL(x & )F(w)d& dx
16
5 BhighL B
j=1

This spectral consistency is a very important property for
image fusion algorithms applied to satellite images. This
property is implicitly obtained by our previous method
described above.

C Regularization
The high resolution RB -image,

(Rhigh Ghigh fBhigh) is not fully observable from the
data, and hence regularization -explicit or implicit

is required to determine the remaining degrees for
freedom. The estimate in (4) implicitly penalizes the
estimate in the 2-norm, which gives a rather blocky
effect corresponding to the low resolution blocks. In [8]
a smoothness prior was also attempted, at the expense of
spectralL consistency, giving a somewhat blurred image
if the blockyness should be addressed satisfactory This
smoothness prior has the form

ij k Aij

h_7igh Bhigh

high khghG..Iwr - IGk
BBhigh Bhigh

11 ij k

2

2

(0)

where JVij denotes the neighboring pixels of pixel ij.
Denoting the deviation by

Rhigh Rhigh1
i,_ high j highi'Eijk GGj_k

BhighBhigh
ij k

the smoothness term, (6), can be reformulated as

(7)Z S P2(Eijk)ji kEAfij
where P2 denotes the error function, in this case the 2
norm. To use this in conjunction with (4) the latter has
to be formulated as an error function, this was done as
follows3
5 Dir ( 4

TA

Di

high1

high
z highZ3 Bi

Rhigh1
Ui

-1 ,high
|~~~~~ G...Bhigh

ij
where Ec is the appropriate variance structure, derived
from the conditional distribution of Dij. Thus the com-
bined error function to be minimized is

RlOW] 16 FRhi]
Glow -

' |G..th
Bi jl Ln.. j

(5)

2The response functions are independent of position, so there is no
need to integrate over area.

min
RhighQ,GhighfBI?,,

(Dij S'kcAro
p2 (Eijk) : (9)

3The letter 'D' with different styles denotes two different entities,
where Dij is short hand for the data term.
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where -y is a tuning parameter encapsulating the weight
of the smoothness term relative to the data term. In [8]
this was done via Markov random fields and simulated
annealing.

III. ENSURING SPECTRAL CONSISTENCY

The first problem we address in this paper, is how to
maintain spectral consistency, i.e. (5), while smoothing
the image or using other more sophisticated regular-
ization methods or priors. We propose to do this by
reparameterizing the problem such that only spectrally
consistent solutions are possible This is done by con-
straining the solution to the plane defined by (5), which
for each low resolution pixel is a 1I5 dimensional space
For each low resolution pixel, i, define

JZhigh ghigh Bhigh I E 1{... 15}il ' iil ' il I -

which is our new representation of the problem. Define
the linear mapping from our new parameter space, 157
to our old,}16 as

R hgh
R3

rhighl
.G.L1ij I

G,high|i.1.6

L i, 16

/itgilyI
I highI
L il

I i
GlowI i
IBTlowILi j

-, high-15 ,t .7
ghighL .,

7_=1 BItigh
_ il

which is seen to be the desired generalized plane, hence
only solutions fulfilling (5) are possible. It should be
noted that a) since the mapping is linear it fits nicely into
a least squares setting and b) that in such a least squares
optimization the original 16th pixel does not get 'special
treatment'. Thus this new parameterizations nicely solves
the problem of spectral consistency.

IV. A MORE SOPHISTICATED IMAGE PRIOR

As mentioned above, using the quadratic error func-
tion, P2 in the smoothness constraint, gives a rather
blurry image. The reason being that it smooths across
significant edges in the image. Here we address this
problem by using non-linear diffusion or smoothing.
That is, if there is a large support for an edge in the
data smoothing should not be carried out across it.
This has been shown to be equivalent to using robust
error functions, Prob instead of the 2-norm, P2, c.f. [3].
Examples of such robust error functions include the
truncated quadratic and the Huber norm.

These robust error functions are often implemented as
weighted versions of the least squares norm, i.e.

(10)P2(i k) Wij k
ij kcA' ij

where the weights are often updated in an iterative
manner, giving rise to the iterative reweighted least
squares (IRLS) type algorithms. An intuitive version of
this reweighting is: that the algorithm should detect the
significant lines in the image -over which the weights
should be lowered -but that these significant lines are
large gradients in the solution to the problem. A solution
which in turn depends on the weights. In this particular
case reweiglhting is not required. This is because we
already have a high resolution version of the solution
sought, namely the pan-chromatic image. So a main con-
tribution of this paper is, proposing to get the weights,
Wijk by analyzing gradients in the pan-chromatic image
as opposed to the solution (Rlti9h, Itigh fhigh)

In this ongoing work we have determined the weights
as follows:

1) Apply the Canny edge-detector to the pan-
chromatic image.

2) Set the weights to Wijk -0 if there is an edge or
else to Wjk -1

This is a simple scheme, but serves well as a proof of
concept, as seen in Section VI. The results, however,
show that sometimes there is a need for more smooth
transitions e.g. in that some less distinct edges are
missed This indicates that the weights should vary
continuously between 0 and 1 Thus improvements on
the weighting scheme are called for

V. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

The proposed algorithm is thus as follows:

1) Get initial estimates of (Rhigh, Ghigh, Bhigh) by
use of (4), i.e. no smoothing applied.

2) Derive values for (-Rhighr ghigh,J3high) from
(Rhigt, thighigt gBhig) Note that the values ob-
tained from (4) are spectrally consistent, so this
calculation is straightforward.

3) Derive the weights Wijk, as described in Sec-
tion IV.

4) Find the solution to the modified error function or

4The image is shifted half a pixel to fit with the borders of the
pan-chromatic pixels.
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objective function now over (RZ!'9/ Whig 5ZtighA

nmin
i (Dij + P2(Eijk) WWjk

, 9 hig h,3h i(j kcXo (I
5) Calculate the desired solution

(phigh rhigh flhigh) from (Zhigh ghigh 23high1)
An additional advantage of the proposed ap-

proach is that (11) is a least squares function in
(lZhigh , ghigh, high) Hence (11) is convex, implying
that there are no local minima. The number of parame-
ters of the problem, however, makes using the normal
equations prohibitive. As part of our ongoing work, we
are looking at how to exploit the structure of (I1) to
construct an efficient optimization algorithm.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To validate the proposed approach we applied it to
an image pair of Reykjavik, Iceland, acquired by the
IKuNus earth imaging satellite on the 9th of August
2001. Two illustrative patches are depicted in Figure 1
and Figure 2 Here it is seen that the results are signifi
cantly improved, and that the final result clearly support
the proposed algorithm. Although as stated above, there
is room for improvement in the weighting scheme.

Fig. I A sample of the images: top left: Pan-chromatic image. top
right: Extracted lines. bottom left: Initial estimates via (4) bottom
right: Fused image via (I11). The colors in the bottom row correspond
to the red green and hlue channel respectively.

VII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Here improvements to our satellite image fusion
framework is presented, a framework purely based in the
sensor physics and on prior assumptions on the fused
image. The improvements ensure spectral consistency
via reparameterizing, and better image priors by allowing
breaks in the image smoothing where there is support for
it in the image data.
As mentioned this is still ongoing work, and at present

the main focus is on setting the weights better. The

Fig. 2. Another sample of the images. top left: Pan-chromatic
image. top right: Extracted lines. bottom left: tnitial estimates via
(4) bottom right: Fused image via (11). The colors in the bottom
row correspond to the red green and blue channel respectively.

Canny edge detector and the binary weights do a
in our opinion -impressive job, but with room for
improvements. It seems unnatural that the weights should
not be continuous between 0 and 1 depending on the
'edginess' of the pan chromatic image The question is
thus what measure of 'edginess' should be used?
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